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[image: ]Given the rapid development of sensitive and essential issues in our society, we have, as a group, decided to act and react responsibly. The safety of all our members and anyone in contact with us is a priority for us. For this reason, we have formulated a MANIFESTO that shares our fundamental principles. Our vision and mission, which guide our work and artistic community, are based on principles that you find in our

MANIFESTO

This manifesto is continuously evolving. We rely on the process of learning, respect, and understanding.

After clarifications regarding the prevention and handling of workplace violence, gender-based violence, stalking, bullying, and any form of discrimination or censorship, we have decided to adhere to the CODE OF CONDUCT OF SCENE SCHWEIZ. And by signing the FAIRSPEC CODEX, we want to underline our commitment to upholding these principles in our daily actions. We publicly declare our commitment to this code.

We look forward to creating art for and with people by building an environment where individuals with different stories and backgrounds can collectively unleash their creativity. We strive to create an atmosphere of mutual respect and appreciation to enable a diverse and inspiring artistic experience for everyone.

We invite all those who share these values to join the Rotes Velo and contribute to its ongoing pursuit of creativity and social change through art.

We look forward to your questions and contributions.

***

KINDERAUGEN IS AGAIN ON TOUR

A performance full of fantasy for everyone aged 6 - 106
With this play we invite children, young people and adults to the theatre - come, let's dream together again!

20. Sept, 10:00 - Theater Szene Bern, schoolperformance
20. Sept, 15:00 - Theater Szene, Beta Young Stage Dancefestival
28. Oct, 16:00 - TanzRaum Herisau
31. Oct, 19:30 - Grabenhalle St.Gallen
1. Nov, 10:00 - Grabenhalle St.Gallen, schoolperformance
1. Nov, 15:00 - Grabenhalle St.Gallen
24. Nov, 10:00 - Theater Szene, schoolperformance
25. Nov, 11:00 - Theater Szene, Bern



***

«DER RISS»

Premiere: 27. October 2023, Theater am Gleis
Theater Creation by Verein für verlorene Gegenstände in collaboration with Rotes Velo Kompanie
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A piece about the human experience of being lost, the absurdities of life, and the search for meaning and nonsense. A journey through lost landscapes and fragments of our daily lives.

***

✨ 10 YEARS ROTES VELO COMPANY✨


This year the ROTES VELO Kompanie celebrates its 10th anniversary.... 
In 2012 our first production "Alberto, der Mann der geht" was born, the red bike started rolling.... 
We are looking forward to a wonderful anniversary year and would like to take this opportunity to thank you from the bottom of our hearts for your valuable support!

ANNIVERSARY BOOK
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If you want to celebrate the 10th anniversary with us, get the anniversary book. It contains an illustrated chronology of the company's productions over the past ten years, as well as the original version of the 70-page text of the play "The Dreaming Machine" in English and German. Perhaps you have missed or even seen the production of "The Dreaming Machine" and now want to read about it in more detail, then you will certainly enjoy the book.

Printed book: CHF 25
E-Book: CHF 15

ORDER THE BOOK HERE

	The printed book will be sent directly to your home without shipping costs. Please leave your address when ordering
	For the e-book, a download link will be sent to you by email
	Both will be sent as soon as the corresponding amount has been credited to the following account: 
IBAN: CH80 0900 0000 6176 8374 5




CINEMA ROTES VELO
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As part of our anniversary year, we have launched the CINEMA ROTES VELO. There you can watch live recordings of our most characteristic productions from the comfort of your own home.

If you would like to have access to the many productions of the last ten years, then get the user name and password from us and donate what it's worth to you to: IBAN: CH80 0900 0000 6176 8374 5

-> CINEMA ROTES VELO

***

Also with the members of the association we let the champagne glasses ring joyfully on the occasion of the 10th anniversary. We also welcome new members of the association at any time in order to have an even closer connection to what we share with you on stage, in a studio, on a screen or in a conversation. Association members have free access to the CINEMA ROTES VELO

-> I AM INTERESTED IN THE ASSOCIATION



COMPANY DIRECTION:





Information


The ROTES VELO company keeps you up to date with newsletters.

To the newsletter registration






Performances


Next performances


Tour "Kinderaugen 2023"
20. Sept, 10:00 - Theater Szene Bern, schoolperformance
20. Sept, 15:00 - Theater Szene, Beta Young Stage Dancefestival
28. Oct, 16:00 - TanzRaum Herisau
31. Oct, 19:30 - Grabenhalle St.Gallen
1. Nov, 10:00 - Grabenhalle St.Gallen, schoolperformance
1. Nov, 15:00 - Grabenhalle St.Gallen
24. Nov, 10:00 - Theater Szene, schoolperformance
25. Nov, 11:00 - Theater Szene, Bern



Tour "Der Riss" 2023/24
Premiere: 27. Oct - TaG, Winterthur
28. Oct - TaG, Winterthur
02. Nov - Tojo Theater Reitschule, Bern
03. Nov - Tojo Theater Reitschule, Bern
04. Nov - Tojo Theater Reitschule, Bern
14. Nov - Grabenhalle, St. Gallen
15. Nov - Grabenhalle, St. Gallen
27. January - TanzRaum, Herisau
10. Feb - BIOTOP, Biel







Tickets




20. Sept, 15:00 - Theater Szene, Beta Young Stage Festival

28. Oct, 16:00 - TanzRaum Herisau
31. Oct, 19:30 - Grabenhalle St.Gallen
1. Nov, 15:00 - Grabenhalle St.Gallen


25. Nov, 11:00 - Theater Szene, Bern



Tour "Der Riss" 2023/24
Premiere: 27. Oct - TaG, Winterthur
28. Oct - TaG, Winterthur
02. Nov - Tojo Theater Reitschule, Bern
03. Nov - Tojo Theater Reitschule, Bern
04. Nov - Tojo Theater Reitschule, Bern
14. Nov - Grabenhalle, St. Gallen
15. Nov - Grabenhalle, St. Gallen
27. January - TanzRaum, Herisau
10. Feb - BIOTOP, Biel












Company members

	
EMILIO H. DÍAZ ABREGÚ
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EMILIO H. DÍAZ ABREGÚ
Artistic direction / Dramaturgy / Sett design / Light design / Performer
Studied theatre at the National University of Córdoba and soon started working in the theatre lighting field. This allowed him to collaborate with theatre directors such as Eugenio Barba, Diego Aramburo, Diqui James and Philipp Stölzl.
In 2005 his second work as a director and playwright, Estocolmo, La Primavera de los Llorones won the Young Creators Fund Award from the Culture Ministry of Cordoba.
Since then he has participated in more than 100 theatrical productions as director, playwright, performer, light, set designer and rigger. In 2010 he directed Slaughter by Sergio Blanco, which received wide recognition. At the end of 2010 the Culture Ministry of Spain awarded him a scholarship for Advanced Studies at the Centro de Tecnologías del Espectáculo.
In 2011 he founded the ROTES VELO Kompanie with the need to bring artists from different fields together. He develops and explores innovative ways to blur the boundaries of dance, music and theatre. Since then the company has put on over 100 performances and creates one or two new productions every year. In 2016 the company was awarded "for the development and realisation of new, ambitious and high-quality projects" by the city of St. Gallen.
At the end of 2012 he started working for the Argentinian theatre company Fuerza Bruta joining both national and international tours (Argentina 2012, China 2013, Korea 2013, 300 Tour China 2014). In 2015 he started working with the UK company Wired Aerial Theatre. This collaboration opened the doors to new exiting opportunities, such us Peter Pan at the Open Air Theatre in Regents Park London, and his participation as Head Rigger and Production Manager for the show As the World Tipped.
Currently his work is divided between developing his own projects with the ROTES VELO Kompanie and his involvement in big scale productions such as the operas Carmen and Rigolleto produced by the Bregenzer Festspiele (Austria).PRODUCTIONS
CINEMA DER RISS DIE TRAUMMASCHINE KINDERAUGEN TERRA INCOGNITA REVOLUTION DADA EINDE STUNDE AUF ERDEN ICH BIN... PUNK? PIT STOP or the lollipop man UPPERCUT ALBERTO, der Mann der geht 



	
EXEQUIEL BARRERAS
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EXEQUIEL BARRERAS
Artistic director / Choreographer / Performer
Was born in Cordoba/Argentina in 1984 and received his first dance and theatre lessons there. In 2001 the Julio Bocca and Chet Walker Foundation awarded him with a scholarship and one year later he became a member of the Ballet Contemporáneo del Teatro San Martín in Buenos Aires where he danced for 7 years.

Since 2005 he has been working on his own pieces, which have been shown in Argentina, Germany, Switzerland, Poland and the USA. He works in Europe since 2009. 

After one season as a dancer at the Landestheater Coburg, he joined the Dance Company of the Theater St. Gallen, where he was engaged as a dancer, and temporarily as assistant to the company, from 2010 to 2014 under the direction of Marco Santi and from 2014 to 2017 under the direction of Beate Vollack. From 2017-22 he was the choreographic assistant and movement dramaturge of the Dance Company Konzert Theater Bern alongside Estefania Miranda and later Isabelle Bischof. There he worked with world-renowned choreographers such as Sharon Eyal, Jo Strømgren, Eduard Clug, Cathy Marston, Bryan Arias, Ihsan Rustem, Felix Landerer among others.

In 2011 he founded the ROTES VELO Kompanie with the need to bring artists from different fields together. He develops and explores innovative ways to blur the boundaries of dance, music and theatre. Since then the company has put on over 100 performances and creates one or two new productions every year. In 2016 the company was awarded "for the development and realisation of new, ambitious and high-quality projects" by the city of St. Gallen.

As artistic director and choreographer in Switzerland he collaborates and creates for productions in the independent scene and at theatres such as Theater St. Gallen, Theater Chur, Konzert Theater Bern and Luzerner Theater among others.PRODUCTIONS
KUNST IM HOF CINEMA DIE TRAUMMASCHINE KINDERAUGEN TERRA INCOGNITA REVOLUTION DADA EINDE STUNDE AUF ERDEN CHUR TANZT Nordwärts ALLES GUETI ICH BIN... PUNK? SuperwoMen CHIMERA PIT STOP or the lollipop man CITY DANCE WALK PLOP! UPPERCUT TANZ IM ALTER – Dokufilm ALBERTO, der Mann der geht 



	
HELLA IMMLER
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HELLA IMMLER
Performer / Artistic director / Production manager
Born in 1983 in Massat/France. She studied dance in Berlin and at the University of the Arts "ArtEZ" in Arnhem/Netherlands.

In 2008 she became a company member at the Tanztheater Osnabrück/DE and from 2009 to 2014 at the Theater St. Gallen/CH. Amongst others she danced for the choreographers Anton Lachky, Jossi Berg & Oded Graf, Jozef Frucek & Linda Kapetanea. 

She teaches contemporary dance and leads the professional training in St.Gallen, Basel, Dornbirn and Cologne on a regular basis. She is also a teacher at the Conservatoire de Fribourg. Since 2009 she is leading courses in dance improvisation for people aged over 50.

In 2011 she co-founded the ROTES VELO Kompanie and accomplished several productions as production manager and performer. She also produced the documentary "Tanz im Alter". 

From 2015 to 2017 she was responsible for the general management of the Tanzfest St.Gallen. She is as well a certified Yoga teacher.

She works as a freelance dancer, project manager, dance and yoga teacher and as a hospital clown for the Theodora Foundation.

https://www.hellaimmler.comPRODUCTIONS
KUNST IM HOF CINEMA KINDERAUGEN TERRA INCOGNITA EINDE STUNDE AUF ERDEN CHUR TANZT Nordwärts ALLES GUETI ICH BIN... PUNK? SuperwoMen CHIMERA PIT STOP or the lollipop man CITY DANCE WALK UPPERCUT TANZ IM ALTER – Dokufilm ALBERTO, der Mann der geht 



	
JACQUES ERLANGER
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JACQUES ERLANGER
Production manager
Born in 1965 in St.Gallen/Switzerland. He is a sociologist and merchant. He lives in St.Gallen and is engaged in various cultural projects.

He has been head of Visarte.Ost (administration of the association of artists of Eastern Switzerland). He co-developed the Sitterwerk St.Gallen and co-initiated the hotel-restaurant Militärkantine St.Gallen (historical Hotel 2017) and had a formative influence on its organisation and design.

Since 2016 he produced several theatre shows as a freelance cultural manager. He supervises exhibitions, compiles websites and organises the funding of cultural projects. He counsels creatives of all kind and helps to start off projects from the very beginning.

https://www.jacques-erlanger.chPRODUCTIONS
CINEMA DER RISS DIE TRAUMMASCHINE KINDERAUGEN TERRA INCOGNITA REVOLUTION DADA EINDE STUNDE AUF ERDEN 
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